UCF Dixon School of Accounting is pleased to announce they will be hosting the 2010 International Symposium on Accounting Information Systems (ISAIS). ISAIS is a unification of the AIS Research Symposium (AISRS), the European Conference on AIS, the Asia-Pacific Research Symposium on AIS, and the International Research Symposium on Accounting Information Systems. This symposium will be rotated annually between the University of Central Florida, University of Amsterdam (Netherlands) and University of Melbourne (Australia). UCF is honored to be hosting the first joint program.

**CALL FOR PAPERS**

This is a call for papers for the 2010 ISAIS to be held May 13-15, 2010 at the University of Central Florida in sunny Orlando, Florida. The objective is to bring together researchers from all disciplines related to Accounting Information Systems (AIS). Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: AIS development, business patterns, internal control developments, strategic information systems, cultural influences on AIS, performance evaluation, decision aids, business process reengineering, business process modeling, audit and assurance regarding AIS, continuous auditing and reporting, enterprise resource planning, knowledge management, and XBRL.

The 2010 ISAIS program will tentatively consist of a keynote speech, 6-10 journal quality paper presentations, and a panel. The emphasis is on a high level of interaction, discussion and debate in a friendly, supportive and relaxed atmosphere. At the same time, the intent of ISAIS is to provide a global forum for bringing the leading AIS researchers and developing scholars together to discuss and critique leading edge research in the field.

**PAPER SUBMISSION**

Only completed research papers should be submitted. Accepted papers will receive a conditional acceptance for publication in the International Journal of Accounting Information Systems. Papers are not required to be dually considered for the journal and authors should advise in their cover letter whether they wish to have their paper considered for IJAIS. The program chair will serve as the IJAIS editor on these papers in close collaboration with the incoming IJAIS editor, Andreas Nicolaou. We encourage doctoral students and junior researchers to submit their research. The deadline to submit papers is February 15, 2010.

To submit an original research paper, e-mail your complete manuscript to both: Tiffany Hughes at Thughes@bus.ucf.edu
Steve G. Sutton at Ssutton@bus.ucf.edu

**HOTELS**

We have secured a group discount rate at the Holiday Inn UCF - featuring restaurant, lounge, pool, fitness center, jogging trail, indoor whirlpool and sauna. The UCF Group Rate for this conference is $99 per night for a room (with two double beds or one king bed). Call the Holiday Inn at (407)275-9000 and ask for the UCF Group Rate. The exact address is 12125 High Tech Avenue, Orlando, FL 32817.

Should you require additional hotel suggestions, feel free to contact Tiffany Hughes at the UCF Executive Development Center at thughes@bus.ucf.edu